Nuclear Fuel Cycle Tentative Findings
With great respect to the Commission, the points in the report that I want to oppose are that;
The Nuclear industry is safe and mature
That its environmentally sound
That the operators are able to commit to good husbandry over the long period

That South Australia is geologicaUy stable
That Aboriginal sacred sites will be protected
2b
Nuclear energy requires extreme amounts of water in every stage of development.
Given that SAis the driest state in the driest continent we can not use this essential resource
WBSieiUliy. http://www.answers.com/Q/Is_South_Australia_the_driest_state_in_Australia

7
Rather than being a new technology I submit that nuclear fission is a remnant of old views.
With more investment many new energy technologies have the potential to power cities.
Innovators and scientists researching solar power have been developing ways to increase output
without requiring vast areas of land. https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/20H/12/H1221211324.htm
http://thefa'aserdomain.typepad.com/energy/solarconcentrating_pv/ http://deantechnica.com/2012/01/28/5-lresh-innovations-in-solar-lechnology/
https://mykaleidoscopecolours.wordpress.com/tag/solar-power/

Scientists and engineers have been working toward nuclear fusion for over 40 years, it generates
non radioactive waste that can be recycled in 100 years.
http://www.sciencealert.com/this-14-biUion-machine-is-set-to-usher-in-a-new-era-of-nuclear-fusion-power

These are just two examples of the next generation of energy providers.
If we were to start to build a nuclear power plant or embrace any other aspect of the fuel cycle I

submit that by the time the infrastmcture is finished being built that it would have been superseded.
9.56.95.141.

The idea of planning changes to current regulations in advance of public acceptance for any part of
the nuclear industry is premature,
Surely parliament must first deliberate and decide whether to accept the nuclear industry, before
changes are made to legislative requirements; that would allow the industry to proceed with any
new developments.

13b
Although we have regulatory frameworks, mines and industries are vacating sites with no
rehabilitation occurring, the result being that many are stiU environmental hazards.
http://www.abc.net.au/am/content/2015/s4380746.htm http://www.abc.net.au/lateUne/content/2010/s2926799.htm

14
Although a regulator may be 'holding a financial security or bond in the estimated cost of
remediation', it has recently been established that the sums secured from mining companies to date
are completely inadequate for the task of rehabilitating land currently affected by their operations.
http://www.ibtimes.com.au/cost-closing-50000-abandoned-mines-australia-will-burden-laxpayers-warns-expert-1469109

15
We've had so many mining operations already in this state, more mines could impact on the stability
of the region. If we commission new mines to this region it could cause seismic instability to the
Gawler CratOn. http://www.aees.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/ll/12-CRANSWICK-Edward.pdf

New mining operations will also exhaust more of our valuable water supply.
The great artesian basin is a finite resource, ovemse for mining purposes is akeady depleting the
reservoir, much earlier than would otherwise have occurred. This pristine water source shouldn't be
used for any purpose other than supplying water for domestic or agricultural purposes.
Loosing our water resource from the Great Artesian Basin would have severe impacts on SA,
Victoria, NSW, Queensland and parts of the Northern Territory.
Here I would like to submit that all mines should have to pay a realistic price for water usage from
1. www.environment.gov.au/water/environment/great-artesian-basin
http://tlieconvorsadon.con'L/water-in-water-out-assessing-the-f'utui'e-of'-lhe-great-artesian-basin-13104

43
You can consider the nuclear power industries' draw card as being that it's low in carbon emissions.
That isn't recognising it requires high volumes of water, or that in the event of an accident it has
long term environmental impacts.
Every decommissioned reactor is filled with cement to supposedly sit for 250,000 years.
46.56.

With the advent of new technologies its impossible to calculate whether nuclear energy would be
viable by the time any plant was ready to be turned on.

Management, Storage and Disposal of Waste
74
There is no substantiated evidence that 'Finland or Sweden have successfully developed long term
domestic solutions', neither project has begun.
There is no opportunity to say that their models are proven safe for a ten or even a fifty year period;
let alone for the extended time of 250,000 or several hundred thousands of years, that is required.

76
Given that Sweden has been affected by seismic activity, in part due to mining operations, it is
questionable that they should consider burying their waste at all.
https://uu.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:872830/FULLTEXTOl.pd( http://earthquaketrack.com/p/sweden/recent
http://www.thelocal.se/20140916/sweden-hit-by-strongest-earthquake-in-100-years

Here I'd like to submit that the notion of burying nuclear waste, may in itself be flawed.

78b
The report has referred to the past geological stability of the Gawler Craton, stating a belief that it
has 'low levels of seismic activity overall and, in some parts, very low levels relative to elsewhere in
the world'.

The report neglects to consider the influence human activity in the past 80 years may have had on
this stability. Globally, seismic activities and earthquakes have been linked to mining and dams.
http://theconversation.com/earthquakes-and-mining-how-humans-create-seismic-activity-7778

In particular mining for gold, gas and INSITU mmrng (as was used in the Beverley mine), in SA we
have been mining these and more.
BP is now planning an off shore oil rig 40 km from Ceduna.
It is known that mining, drilling and water held in dams can lead to earthquakes.
Our uranium mines have tailings dams holding large bodies of water and enormous holes from
which the ore has been extracted. The Olympic Dam mine in SA is a perfect example of this.
Because of aU the mines (in use and abandoned around our state) there is no guarantee that South
Australia won't experience a large earthquake in the next 100 or so years due to human activities.
If an earthquake were to occur and damage the repository what safeguards would be effective then?
The very construction of the repository, the heavy weight of the nuclear waste being stored in the
site, could create unforeseen stresses to the Gawler Craton.
The repository and past mining practices combined could cause the nuclear waste to be breached by
a earthquake in years to come.
We are not sitting on the edge of a tectonic plate as many other countries are.
The fact that SA is experiencing the amount of seismic activity that it does should be of concern.
SA Government website Geoscience shows 56 mild earthquakes from January 1 to Febmary 11 this
year, many of the areas affected are in the regions that are being investigated to house the nuclear
Waste repository. http://www.minerals.statedevelopment.sa.gov.au/geoscience/geoscientific_data/eart}iquakes/reccnt_earthquakcs

78c
In stating SA has 'an arid environment in many parts of the state' and also stating at the Adelaide
Public Meeting that it has deep, very slow moving ground water,
I'd like to submit that you have neglected to consider the impact of climate change. Sea water levels
are predicted to rise. Land that for millions of years has been dry could again become submerged.
http://www.theguardian.coni/'environment/2015/ju]/10/scientists-predict-huge-sea-level-rise-even-if-we-limit-climate-change

Without having to factor in climate change, an article in the Sunday Mail on Feb 21 quoted a

Flinders University groundwater scientist. Professor Craig Stmmons who has said "we need to think
much longer term, 10,000 plus years, which is actually on geological time scales... Sea levels go up,
not one metre but hundreds of metres on these time scales, it's totally different."
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/craig.simmons

Even if the land wasn't submerged because of climate change, there's the possibility that
underground water could rise substantially due to natural changes over the next 250,000 years.

78d
Currently our government may be stable, who can say whether that will be the case in 100 years?
I might point to the fact that Bosnia and Herzegovina were considered stable, Libya was considered
stable and even Syria was considered stable right up until rebels and terrorists started to change that.
These nations were wealthy peaceful countries with prosperous and mostly middle class populations
not unlike OUT own. Destabilisation is sudden and devastating.
When transporting nuclear waste to a repository you cannot guarantee its safe transportation.

If any shipment met with an accident, or was to be high jacked by a political group the
Consequences WOUld be dire. http://www.abc.net.au/news/20J6-02-18/radioactive-material-stolen-m-iraq-raises-security-fears/7178912

80
Previously I questioned the validity of the models that have been chosen.
Paragraph 80 states that 'any future proposal could draw on these experiences to reduce licensing
and construction time frames'.

In relation to the Finnish and Swedish examples, we need to observe their models after they've
become operational, then consider whether they are viable options - not fast track any process.

83b
How can we 'maintain the security of nuclear materials' if we're importing it from overseas?
From the host country transporting it to the docks, the shipment travelling the ocean, us receiving
and transporting it, it is insecure and open to accidents or ambush.
htlps://en,wikipedia.org/wiki/Crimes_involving_radioactive_substances http://www.johnstonsarchive.net/nuclear/radevents/radevents2.html

90
In 'sourcing appropriate private sector operational expertise' how can you be confident that the
companies will deliver the outcomes expected?
Too often industries cover up oversights, bad practices and accidents or incidents that occur,
especially when the companies are racing against a time frame.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2010-09-03/questions-over-safety-of-desalination-plant/2249066
http://wwiv.slate.com/blogs/the_eye/2014/04/17/the_citicorp_to\ver_design_flaw_that_could_have_wiped_out_the_skyscraper.html

92.93b.

Trillions of doUars were lost on the stock exchange recently. What guarantee do we have that any
royalties or revenue might not be lost in stocks or wasted on needless spending, as has happened to
past Governments before? What price should be charged when storing waste for 250,000 years?
http://www.abc.net.au/stateUne/sa/content/2006/s2397067.htm
https://www.ipa.org.au/publications/1677/states-threaten-national-recovery-with-profligate-spending/pg/22

114
It is feared that future changes to the aboriginal heritage act will erode protections that currently
6XlSt. http:/Anvw.abc.net.au/news/2016-03-10/changes-aboriginal-heritage-act-give-traditionaI-owners-less-say/7236302

115b
When sacred sites have been identified in the past, the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988 hasn't served
weU in the protection of many of these sacred sites from mining interests.
The most striking example of its inability to protect sites is that of the Bootu Creek mine.
A sacred site that abutted a mining operation.

The obvious happened and the land feU into the hole.
Adequate buffer areas should be imposed for any heritage sites to truly be protected.
http://www.aapant.org.au/publication/media-releases http://www.abc.nel.au/news/2015-10-13/bootu-creek-mine-sacred-damage/6847808

118
Extra mechanisms must be put in place to ensure the company behaves diligently, no comers cut, or
mistakes covered up.
The chosen consortium would need to be fully supervised and policed.
uff.co.nz/the-press/news/christchurch-earthquake-2011/6394537/CTV-buildings-flaws-went-unnoticed
http://www.afr.com/business/mining/experts-warned-deadly-bhp-billiton-dam-had-flawed-design-20151111-gkiv7ii
http://u'uw.abc.net.au/news/2016-03-13/hundreds-march-darwin-to-protest-inpex-work-practices/7243002

119. 121.

If a incident in these facilities had occurred affecting workers or the public, would the true

information be logged?
Would the incidents always be recorded?
Even Governments cover up mistakes. Human nature often has people covering up mistakes, it's a
InStUlCtiVe reaction. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silkwood http://www.foe.org.au/anti-nuclear/issues/oz/britbombs/guinea-pigs
https://en.ivikipedia.org/wiki/Erin_Brockovich

123.124.

Research conducted on survivors of Hiroshima, Nagasaki and later Bikini Island and Australia has
shown that radioactive contamination affects many generations to come, it's impossible to quantify
the impact on survivors and their families.
A shortened or deformed life, is as good as a death sentence. https://open.abc.net.au/expiore/65366
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/review/maralinga-nuclear-tests-frank-walker-shows-no-end-to-the-fallout/news-

story/7a736eed441beed9al8080f8fa43bf33

It is premature to count the death toll from Chemobyl and Fukushima, with the passage of time and
with transparency those statistics may increase.
To show low mortality figures from these accidents to date, infers that they were not too extreme,
when both regions have had tO be evacuated, http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-03-06/fukushima-five-yearanniversay/7218734gclid-CjwKEAiAgeW2BRDDtKaTne77ghgSJACq2U4b2tGuTnebJJa4MRFGUWVK7- http://chernobyl-today.org/?

gclid=CjwKEAiAgeW2BRDDtKaTne77ghgSJACq2U4b2tGuTnebJJa4MRFGHWVK7-bWzOIE403yiSZXOMm3xoCDXPw_wcB
http://www.abc.net.au/environment/articles/2012/06/13/3523494.htm

Chemobyl irradiated many surrounding countries, their livestock and agriculture.
Fukushima is still releasing radioactive water into the Pacific Ocean, those statistics and the cost of
lost revenue from food production and exports haven't been factored in. htip://wwwpub.iaea.org/mtcd/publications/pdf/publ239_web.pdf https://www.oecd-nea.org/rp/chemobyl/c0e.hnnl http://www.globalresearch.ca/thefukushima-endgame/5420188 http://fukushimaontheglobe.com/the-earthquake-and-the-nudear-accident/whats-happened

143
Shipments need to be coordinated and protected, apart from the extra government staff required,
Federal police and other agencies would need to be utilised to ensure its safe delivery.
AH of these extra costs and wages must be factored in to the anticipated profit.
http://www,interpol.int/Crime-areasATerTorism/CBRNE/Radiological-and-nuclear-teiTOrism

146a
With a 20- 30 year period of construction the likelihood of future politicians reversing any decision
must not be prevented.
If a better safer option for disposing of nuclear waste was known to exist and to be achievable then
it must be allowed to be adopted.
150
If the nuclear waste repository was breached and trradiated vast areas of land and water, aU royalties
earned by the SA Government would be lost in trying to repair the disaster.
Indeed the cost to both the SA and Federal Governments would be inexhaustible.

155
I challenge the notion that anyone can be confident in our ability to bury nuclear waste and house it
safely for 250,000 years. Unless we look for better solutions I submit that we will see the time that a
breach, accident or intentional act wiU occur, that will incur 'adverse impacts on the tourism,
agriculture and property sectors'.

